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The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public
service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business
Administration.
The Bureau is involved in a wide variety of activities, including economic
analysis and forecasting; health care, forest products, and manufacturing industry
research; and survey research. The latest information about these topics is
published regularly in the Bureau’s award-winning magazine, the Montana
Business Quarterly, which is partially supported by Wells Fargo.
The Bureau’s Economics Montana forecasting system provides public and
private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These state and local area forecasts are the focus of the
annual series of Economic Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by First Interstate Bank, the Bureau, and respective Chambers
of Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and Missoula.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans about their views on a variety of economic
and social issues. The Bureau also conducts contract survey research and offers a random-digit dialing program for survey
organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Health Care Industry Research Program examines markets, trends, industry structure, costs, and other high
visibility topics in this important Montana industry.
Research on the forest products industry has long been an important part of Bureau operations. While emphasis is
placed on Montana’s industry, the cooperative research with the U.S. Forest Service involves most of the Western states.
A recently-formed research consortium including the Bureau, the Forest Products Department at the University of Idaho,
and the Wood Materials and Engineering Laboratory at Washington State University addresses forest operations and
utilization problems unique to the Inland Northwest.
The Bureau, in cooperation with Montana Business Connections, recently expanded the scope of its ongoing wood
products manufacturing research to include all of Montana’s manufacturing industries. Through this program, a
comprehensive statewide electronic information system will be developed.
Bureau personnel continually respond to numerous requests for local, state, and national economic data. Don’t
hesitate to call on Bureau staff members if they can be of service to you.
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TURBULENT TIMES

« 'T*
JLurbulence is
life force. It is
opportunity. Let’s
love turbulence and
use it for change.”
— Ram say Clark

Editor’s note: For the third summer, The University
of Montana School or Business Administration and the
Montana World Trade Center combined to offer a
practical,"real-world immersion course in economic
survival for students and business leaders June 24-25.
This year, about 50 participants met in Missoula to
talk about “Managing Money in Turbulent Times:
Getting It, Keeping It and Bringing It to the Bottom
Line.”
“We are here to try to better understand this
whitewater environment,” said Larry Gianchetta, dean
of the School of Business Administration.
“There’s been an overall economic slowdown,” said
Amie Sherman, the World Trade Center’s executive
director. “The technology bubble has burst, with
tremendous effects. We are feeling all of the afterquakes of the 9-11 tragedy. There’s a lot of wreckage.”
Thus the two-day sharing of strategies and stories-r“so we don’t make the wrong mistakes,” Sherman said.
What follows are two reports from die conference’s m
keynote speakers, Microsoft Vice President Scott Boggs
and Deborah Doyle McWhinney, president of Services
;for Investment Advisors at Charles Schwab & Co.
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Weathering the Turbulent Times
Businesses and Investors Need Long-Term Strategies,
Charles Schwab & Co. Executive Says
by Sherry Devlin

W hich only makes the domestic financial upheavals of
year ago, Deborah
recent months all the more troubling, said McWhinney, whose
Doyle McWhinney
career has included stints at BankAmerica Corp., Visa Interna
wouldn’t have worried—much—
tional, Engage Media Services Division, and now Charles
about delivering her teen-age
daughter to Columbia University Schwab &. Co.
At a time when consumers are literally the glue holding the
for a summer-session class in
U.S. economy intact, their trust in corporate leaders is low
constitutional law.
(Figure 1). Again and again over the past year, corporations
“I would have handed her the
have admitted misstating their earnings: Enron, Kmart, Rite
Bloomingdale’s credit card and
Aid, Waste Management Inc., Sunbeam, and WorldCom.
said ‘Go have fun,’ ” she said.
Again and again, investors have paid the ever-so-steep price.
Instead, McWhinney spent
WorldCom alone disclosed that it improperly accounted for
the last weekend of June in New
DEBORAH DOYLE MCWHINNEY
$3.85 billion in expenses, and just recently filed for Chapter
York City with her oldest child,
11 bankruptcy protection, the largest U.S. insolvency in
worrying and wondering if she
history.
should leave her there alone— and handing her a list of 20
In one recent survey, 72 percent of the investors said they
names to call should she need help.
have changed their behavior because of the Enron scandal. “I
“Everything has changed since Sept. 11,” she said. “People
avoid companies I don’t understand,” said 33 percent. “I do
have been impacted.”
more research,” said 31 percent. “I diversify more.” “I pay more
And, sadly, neither the terrorism nor its impacts on
attention to financial advisers.” “I worry more” (Figure 2).
Americans’ personal and professional lives have ended,
McWhinney told about 50 students and business leaders at a
two-day conference at The University of Montana, “Managing
Money in Turbulent Times: Getting It, Keeping It and
Figure 1
Bringing It to the Bottom Line.”
Consum er Trust is Low
“The bad news is there is way more bad news to come,” said
McWhinney, president of the Services for Investment Advi
sors enterprise of Charles Schwab &. Co.— and a graduate of
UM and Missoula’s Hellgate High School.
“The real news isn’t even the economy,” she said. “It’s what
is going on around us that affects the economy.”
Foremost of those events, of course, were the Sept. 11
attacks in New York City, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylva
nia. “We know there will be more terrorism,” McWhinney
said. “It isn’t if; it’s when.”
But there is also the continuing unrest in the Middle East,
particularly the U.S. government’s campaign to unseat PLO
leader Yassir Arafat and the likely air strikes against Iraq. India
and Pakistan are almost certainly headed for war, McWhinney
said. And there are mounting troubles between China and
Taiwan, as well as in Russia.
“All these things together say it’s going to get nuts, and we
Source: Golin/Harris Poll, February 2002. Trust index
just have to hold it together,” she said.
is a combination of ‘trust most,' trust least,’ trust

A

increasing,' and ‘trust decreasing.'
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Fig u re 2
72% off In v e s to rs Have Changed
B eh avio r due to Enron
4

33%

“1avoid companies 1don’t understand"

4

31%

“1do more research"

◄

27%

“1diversify more"

◄

22%

“1 pay more attention to financial advisors”

4

15%

“1worry more”

Source: Gollin/Harris Poll, February 2002.

Figure 3
Baby B oom ers N eed to G et R eal
A bout P lanning
4 401 (k)

4 Trust and estate planning

4 IRA

4 Custodial accounts

4 529 plan

4 Life insurance

4 Keogh

4 Annuities

4 Sep IRA

4 Educational IRA

4 Charitable giving

Figure 5
Today’s Trends Bem and
ffor A dvice is G row ing

*Using a broker, investment manager, financial planner,
or other professional.
Source: Spectrem, VIP Forum, Schwab Market
Research.
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“How do consumers feel?” asked McWhinney. “N ot good.
We are changing our behavior. We are becoming much more
skeptical. The average consumer is saying, ‘I am so bewildered
by what is going on. I feel really bad about everything.’ ”
“People used to move to M ontana for the scenery,” she
said. “Now they’re moving here because they can trust people.
We are still rich with optimism in this country, but it is very
hard for consumers.”
Thus McWhinney’s advice for businesses large and small:
“As a business person, there has never been a time as impor
tant to not only think about the kind of employees you have,
but to protect them as an asset.” The average employee
doesn’t know what to do, she said. They don’t know how to
manage their money. They need your help. Give them plenty
of attention.
It took U.S. banks almost 20 years to convince half of the
banking population to use an ATM card. T hen they needed
about eight years to roll out point-of-sale cards. (McWhinney
coordinated Bank of America’s introduction of ATM and
debit cards in the 1980s.) T hen the Internet changed every
thing and everyone in about 24 months.
“People have so much more information than they ever did
before,” she said. “It changes how they act and react to
situations.”
Only since the 1980s have Americans shifted their
attention— and money— from savings accounts to mutual
funds, according to McWhinney. Entire generations of people
have investable assets for the first time. But none of them
were trained to manage money, and now, with so much
turbulence in the economy, people need help, particularly the
baby boomers— as they enter the prime investment years.
(Figure 3).
“A lot of people made some very high-risk decisions in the
late 1990s,” she said. “So now, in the latter part of their
careers, the baby boomers are not in very good shape. Now
they need to get real about planning. They need good help
and advice.”
T he percentage of affluent U.S. households receiving
professional financial advice increased from 56 percent in
1998 to 67 percent in 2000, and is expected to continue
increasing. Meanwhile, the number of “self-directed investors”
fell from 26 percent in 1998 to 18 percent in 2000 (Figure 4).
A t Charles Schwab, McWhinney is responsible for the dayto-day management of Services for Investment Managers,
which provides operational and training support for about
6,000 independent, fee-based investment advisors. It is the
fastest-growing division in the company, and no other
company has so many investment advisor assets. “We are the
800-pound gorilla,” McWhinney said. “O ur clients managed
about $235 billion in assets as of last Dec. 31.”
“This is a real job,” she joked. “It’s a third of the company
and more than that of the bottom line. So at a time when the
industry is really struggling and the company is going through
a lot of changes, doing my job is an amazing combination of
respecting how we got where we are and then finding new
ways to serve clients and grow the business.

TURBULENT TIMES

“I can honestly say that it takes every
countries, the international accounting
policies aren’t anywhere near what they
waking moment to have the leadership
“There is nothing so
skills necessary to manage in times like
are in the U.S.
disastrous as a rational
this. It is very different than any other
“The reality is people should take a
longer-term perspective and ask a lot
time in my career, and I think a lot of
investm ent policy in
executives would say the same thing. It’s
more questions, whether they’re a bank
an irrational world ”
profoundly different.”
or an investor, or a long-term customer
or a small firm. People have the right to
There will never again be the “rock
—John Maynard Keynes
ask hard questions. Am I comfortable
‘n’ roll” that McWhinney witnessed
doing business with this firm?”
during her 18 months with Engage
Montana business people should
Media Services Division, a premier
lean on one another a bit more,
Internet site that assessed the perfor
McWhinney advised. “W hen you are a small business person,
mance of 100 million advertisements a day. There probably
you are surprisingly isolated. You’ve got all of the pressure on
will never again be so many 20-year-old multi-millionaires.
you. So talk to other people in your community and in the
But McWhinney has also seen a company save itself; her
state who are going through the same things. You’ll have a
stint at Bank of America included the years when the Federal
better perspective.”
Reserve almost took over the bank. O ne of her responsibili
Think, too, about joining forces with other business people
ties, in fact, was to suggest how the bank might retrench to get
to share costs. McWhinney explained: “The whole idea is
back in the good graces of the federal government.
this: W hat is it that you do really well vs. what things could
So she also knows that businesses and investors can
you potentially out-source or partner with someone else to
weather the turbulence of these times. “People need to take a
share the costs? How could you do this more effectively?”
longer-term perspective,” she said. “It is not quarter to quarter.
And that’s not just a strategy for smaller, Montana-bred
Look to the long term.”
companies. McWhinney said she uses the same approach at
Every investor needs to have a strategy—a conservative
Charles Schwab, most recendy contracting with AT&T to
one—and an even more conservative backup strategy,
provide Web services for her clients. The result: lower costs,
according to McWhinney. “O ur guys tell us they think we’ve
speedier customer service, and greater reliability.
hit the bottom, but things are still so tenuous, you need a
“Know your core competency,” she said. “If you know what
hunker-down strategy. T hat’s only healthy. We have to
you are doing, then you are going to know how to respond.
recognize this is the way of the world. We are never going to
be the same.”
Have a strategy and execute it. Have that hunker-down
business plan in your pocket. And recognize that turbulent
Montanans already were “really good, solid business
times are the new reality.”□
people,” she said. The times ahead will simply demand more
of the same.
Sherry Devlin teaches public affairs reporting in The University
“I think the main thing is that you look around the world
of Montana School of Journalism and is a reporter at the Missoulian
and we’re still the best country, the best economy, the best
newspaper.
business ethics, the most open society,” she said. “In many
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Microsoft VP Says:

Technology Makes Businesses
More Profitable
by Sherry Devlin

cott Boggs remembers
Boggs kicked off the two-day session sponsored by UM’s
lugging his first, clunky
School of Business and the Montana World Trade Center by
IBM PC to the office, huffingtouting the ability of technology to make businesses more
efficient, more competitive and— ultimately— more profit
and puffing up seven flights of
able. “The key,” he said, “is to have the leadership and vision
stairs, adamant that there had
to be a way to put the new
that values the opportunities that technology provides.”
technology to work.
Thus his advice to Montana’s typically smaller-sized
Back then—the year was
companies: “Find out what*s possible. To the degree that
SCO TT BOGGS
1982— he was responsible for
people come and talk to you about technologies that are
scheduling the services of 16
available, to the degree that you’re out actively utilizing and
experiencing these kinds of services and opportunities, think
accountants, who provided audits and other services for small
businesses, “a hugely manual, paper-based process” that
about how you could best apply technology to your company.
involved a really big calendar and lots of little pieces of paper.
Even Microsoft had to take it one step at a time, Boggs
Before long, Boggs had it figured out: He would enter each
accountant’s time report into a database and create an
electronic picture of where the company applied its resources
in the quarter just past, and where to apply them in the
quarter ahead.
“It was cumbersome,” he conceded. “It didn’t work unless I
stayed at the office until 2 in the morning, punching in data.”
Lucky for Boggs, those late nights 20 years ago didn’t sour
him on the power of technology in the workplace. Listen to
his story today:
“My normal day is really enhanced by technology,” Boggs
told students at an immersion course on “Managing Money in
Turbulent Times” at The University of Montana in June.
“The last thing I do before I leave home each morning is to
check a Web site that has real-time indicators of traffic
congestion that help me pick the best route to work.”
Next stop: the nearest Starbucks shop, where Boggs not
only grabs a cup of coffee, but plugs in his laptop computer
and checks his e-mail and daily schedule. Finally, Boggs is
en route to his office at Microsoft Corp.’s massive campus in
Redmond, Wash., where he is vice president and corporate
controller.
There, he oversees corporate accounting, financial
planning and analysis, external reporting, the continued
development of online management Web sites, and a number
of other technology-based business solutions. And he does it
all without using paper.

S
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said. “W hen I went to Microsoft in 1993,1
account, she consults a Web site. If she needs to
was so excited about working for the world’s
know the details of her benefit package or
The
key
is
largest software company. I just knew there
insurance policy, she simply checks another
would be all this cool technology.
to have the
site—HR Web.
“But it was like the cobbler’s children in
The payback, Boggs said, comes both in hard
leadership
the story. We had no shoes. We had not
dollars, and in soft. Microsoft estimates $125
and vision
thought a lot about how to apply technology
million in hard-dollar cost savings each year
to our own business. We were running the
that values the because of its paperless accounting and personnel
business on thousands and thousands of
systems. Hundreds of jobs were eliminated in data
opportunities
sheets of paper, and as a result, we really
processing alone.
didn’t have a good handle on anything—our
that technology
Even more important, though, are the softrevenues or our people.”
dollar savings, which Boggs credits with improved
provides
.
And at Microsoft, that’s a $60 billion
decision making, time spent on analysis rather
balance sheet and about 51,000 employees
than on data collection, and employee empower
scattered throughout the world. “It was
ment and satisfaction.
astoundingly hard to even know who worked
Would a small business see any real-dollar savings, though?
there at any given moment,” Boggs said. “And we really had
“Measuring the benefit of any kind of investment really is a
no worldwide revenue information.”
challenge,” he said. “It*s something I challenge my people with
Today, Microsoft runs a paperless office, by order of founder constandy. We need to have fundamental economic ways to
Bill Gates. It has a single transaction system worldwide, at
measure benefits and to track them out into the future.”
Boggs’ insistence. Business policies and processes are consis
It’s relatively easy to calculate how many people in an
tent. Accounting policies are consistent across all companies.
organization handle documents, and then to say: “W hat if we
Key financial and operational metrics are available in real
didn’t do those things any longer?” It’s more difficult to
time—revenue, inventory, and the like. And Boggs can see
measure the benefit of applications like real-time financial
exactly how many people work at Microsoft on any given day,
information, which likely costs more money and eliminates no
as well as what they’re doing and where they’re doing it.
jobs.
Every transaction is handled via a Web-based form. If an
“Frankly, in some cases, I’ve come to the conclusion that
employee needs to buy a computer or to submit an expense
you can’t always measure the benefit,” Boggs said. “I could
never tell you the benefit of real-time revenue information.
But intuitively, I believe the value is greater than the cost.
Those days it is not available, you realize how much you miss
it.”
“We’re a $30 billion company,” he said. “At the end of the
day, it’s super-important that we know our revenue stream:
how we’re selling our products, what sort of customers we’re
selling to, how people are buying our products.
“And that’s true whether you’re big or small. You’ve got to
track the revenue if you want to keep it growing. ”□

Sherry Devlin teaches public affairs reporting in The University
of Montana School of Journalism and is a reporter at the
Missoulian newspaper.
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Learning by Remote
Off'campus MBA Program a Hit
by Amy Joyner

t the TechLink Center on the Bozeman campus of
Montana State University, Todd Johnson serves as
director of technology commercialization. By combining his
14 years of business and technology experience and the MBA
he earned in The University of Montana’s off-campus
program, Johnson has successfully assisted with technology
transfers between NASA, the U.S. Department of Defense,
and the public sector.
“In the purest sense, it really does a tremendous job in
making the U.S. manufacturers more competitive in the
world marketplace,” Johnson notes.
He also works with Global 500 and other companies in
providing support when licensing new technologies. In
conjunction with the prospective licensees, he analyzes cost
structures, existing production technology strengths and
weaknesses, production methodologies, supply-chain
constraints, and product development timelines.
He believes his MBA coursework refined his business skills
and has been vital to his work with senior executive officers,
legal teams, heads of finance, and product-development
engineers in the United States and abroad. “It gave me a wellrounded background to effectively communicate with those
people in a way in which they are comfortable,” he says.
“I thought it was an outstanding learning experience,”
Johnson says. “W ith the two-way video, you didn’t need the
professor right in front.”
Johnson explains: “You could ask questions right there and
get immediate answers. It was just fine. In some ways being
away is better.
The same Master of Business Administration (MBA)
degree that The University of Montana offers on its Missoula
campus is available to meet the needs of working professionals
across the Big Sky. By attending courses during evenings and
on weekends on college and university campuses in six
Montana cities—Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls,
Helena, and Kalispell— most MBA students can complete all
degree requirements in two or three years.
Distance education has come a long way since universities
first initiated correspondence courses. The latest technology
allows instructors to deliver courses as two-way, digital
videoconferences to classrooms throughout the state.
Students can interact during class with the instructor and
with students attending classes in other communities in a
user-friendly live video environment.
Since its 1988 beginning, the off-campus MBA program
has produced graduates seeking career advancement, higher

A

Students living in the Missoula area can attend
classes in the distance learning classrooms of
UM's Gallagher Business Building (above).
PHOTO BY TODD GOODRICH, UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
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income potential, and increased mobility in the workplace.
Whether combining a technical or specialized undergraduate
degree with an MBA, or returning to college to update
previous education in business administration, the pursuit of
an MBA represents an important and necessary investment in
one’s future, says Dr. Clyde Neu, director of the off-campus
MBA program at UM.
By the end of the 2001-2002 academic year, the off-campus
MBA program had graduated 235 students, with 14 of those
being off-campus program enrollees who received their
diplomas in May.
“That’s 235 people who got an MBA who wouldn’t have
because they were place-bound or unable to travel.”
Currently there are upwards of 100 students enrolled in the
off-campus courses, says Neu, who is also a professor of
business management at UM’s Missoula campus.
Like their equals across the state, students living in the
Missoula area can attend the program’s evening classes in the
distance learning classrooms of the Gallagher Business
Building. The courses are the same both on and off campus.
The same instructor who teaches a daytime section generally
teaches the evening section of each required course.
Several short, one-credit weekend classes are worked into
the curriculum each year. School of Business instructors
present these courses at various Montana sites. Daytime
students occasionally attend these as well, because many of
the courses are not offered in the full-time program.

Program Extends to
Non-Business
Undergraduates
Whether on or off campus, to complete the 32-hour
professional degree program and receive an MBA at UM,
students must show competence in the fundamentals of
business management.
For those without undergraduate business degrees, UM
offers five Foundation Program courses as part of its graduate
curriculum. These are available on the Internet for
completion at a student’s convenience.
“Today, we are finding that fully 50 percent of the people
enrolled are not business grads,” Neu says. “They are hoping
to move to management in their current jobs.”
Following the Foundation courses, students may enroll in
MBA 600, their first graduate-level course. “The Foundation
Program was extremely important to develop,” Neu asserts.
“There was no infrastructure across Montana for students to
take courses in business that met their needs in the evenings.”
T hat dilemma led to development of five special, 500-level
graduate courses delivered over the Internet, covering topics
such as accounting, marketing, management, and applied
business statistics. The Internet was a logical means to deliver
the five courses that combine for 15 required credits, Neu
says.
Part, or all, of the Foundation Program may be waived if a
student holds a baccalaureate degree in Business

Jerry Furniss, professor in U M ’s School of Business Administration,
teaches Management 540, one of the Foundation Program
classes available via Internet. This summer Professor Furniss has
23 students who live in different locations throughout the state.
PHOTO BY TODD GOODRICH, UNIVERSITY RELATIONS

Administration. Undergraduates who have completed
coursework in the functional areas of business (e.g.,
accounting, finance, and marketing) may also be exempt from
taking some Foundation courses.
Off-campus MBA students typically have worked for
several years prior to enrolling in the UM program. They are
older, more mature, and have experience to share with their
classmates, Neu asserts. Their academic backgrounds span all
disciplines, from business to the humanities, from engineering
to the sciences.
In addition, the range of professional backgrounds extends
from self-employed entrepreneurs to early- and mid-career
professionals employed by some of Montana’s leading
companies, which eagerly support their employees enrolled in
the MBA program.
Neu calculates that in roughly 50 percent of cases, the
employer is financially supporting a portion of the employee’s
MBA tuition costs.
Montana Power Co., recendy purchased by Northwestern
Energy, is one such employer that reimbursed dozens of
employees 100 percent for tuition and books, according to
Director of Communications Claudia Rapkoch, who received
her MBA in the off-campus program in 1999.
“I would have gotten my MBA, but it made it so much
easier to make the decision,” she says. Similar sentiments have
been heard from the five to seven other MPC employees who
took MBA courses each semester in Butte, she adds. Those
students’ backgrounds ranged from engineering and
environmental science to business management and computer
systems, she remembers.
“We would all agree that it has given us a much broader
appreciation for the ins and outs of the company,” she
surmises, and it has helped employees move up in their jobs at
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O ff-C am pus MBA
S tu d e n t S ta tis tic s
AVERAGE AGE
36
M EN
46%
W OMEN
54%
AVERAGE FULL-TIME
W O R K EXPERIENCE
11 YRS
AVERAGE G M AT SCORE
540
M ED IA N UNDERGRADUATE GPA
3.2

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
las a percent off to tal]
B U S IN E S S /C O M M E R C E
58%
E C O N O M IC S
4%
SO C IA L SCIENC E

6%
ENGINEERING

12 %
M A T H /C O M P U T E R SCIENC E
5%
PHYSICAL SCIENC ES
5%
LIFE SCIENC ES
9%
HU M ANITIES

1%
GRADUATE OR MULTIPLE
DEGREE HOLDERS

13 %
N orthwestern Energy. A former environmental auditor with
an undergraduate degree in forestry is now a vice president for
customer relations and billing at Touch America, an offshoot
of Montana Power that is now the major remainder of
Montana’s former power-supply corporation.

Graduate Courses
Offer Diversity
In the graduate program, the 32-hour curriculum is split
evenly between required courses and electives. MBA 600,
“The Contemporary Organization,” is a required 4-credithour course that melds the various functional areas of
business. Preferably, it is taken early in the student’s pursuit of
an MBA. Six other required courses, each 2 credit hours, are
taught annually in 10-week “mini-semesters.”
The 16 remaining credits are electives in the professional
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program, six of which are “restricted choice” credits that
focus on areas of interpersonal contact, technology, and
strategic management.
A nother 10 credits of electives are “unrestricted,” and may
represent a combination of any number of courses available in
the program. Transfer credits may apply, Neu points out.
O nce all coursework is successfully completed, and the
student passes an exit exam, UM presents an MBA degree
without distinction whether it was earned in the full-time
MBA program or in the off-campus program. The degree is
the same.
Students should be able to complete all 600-level
professional program requirements in two years since a
sufficient number of curriculum courses are available each
semester. Those who must complete the 15-credit Foundation
Program should count on one additional year.
W ith a journalism degree from Colorado State University,
Rapkoch was required to take several prerequisite business
courses before enrolling for graduate-level MBA courses. She
completed the Web-based courses in roughly one year.
“It was different than a traditional class setting,” Rapkoch
says of the Internet classroom. “But, I rather liked it because it
allowed me to set my own pace and my own schedule.”

Personal Contact Not
Necessarily Required
Interactive television and threaded discussions on the
Internet provide the classrooms for off-campus learning,
and though it seems less personal, students learn just as
well as those who sit in front of an instructor at the
Missoula campus, according to Shawn Clouse, Ed.D.,
MBA.
Clouse com pleted his doctoral dissertation on how
traditional learning compared w ith synchronous (real-time
face-to-face interaction via interactive television or live
Internet chats) and asynchronous learning (online
threaded discussions and e-mail).
W hat he found was th a t even w hen using technology,
“learning does take place.”
Rapkoch, a former CBS news anchor in Billings says:
“You are programmed to having a real live hum an being
standing in front of you. It’s a bit surprising at first. After a
while you begin n o t noticing the technology so much. It
becomes normal.”
N eu adds: “Students learn more from the different
methods of delivery. .. .T he biggest advantage to the
traditional student on campus is th at they have face-toface contact w ith their instructors.”
H e notes th a t faculty assigned to teach on TV are
required to travel to each off-campus site at least once
during their course in order to m eet their students
personally.
Through the school’s M etN et System, courses are
delivered by closed-circuit, two-way television links in
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OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAM

MBA Essentials Certificate Program
A relatively new program developed by UM’s School of Business Administration
(SOBA) drew great interest in Missoula last fall and is now traveling statewide to give
managers, executives, and entrepreneurs a graduate'level, highly focused overview of
current business practices and theories.
The MBA Essentials Certificate Program features fine-tuned critical business issues
that SOBA faculty have developed into three-hour sessions highlighting their campus
coursework. The program began by offering classes one night a week for 14 weeks last
fall in the Gallagher Business Building.
“It exposes people who most likely cannot find time to pursue an MBA at night.
They can improve their skills by exposing themselves to current MBA curriculum and
the faculty who teach our MBA courses,” says Dr. Clyde Neu, director of the OffCampus MBA Program and professor of management at UM.
Because it drew so much response during enrollment last fall, a second session
rapidly formed. The interest came from an array of people in all areas of business
looking to obtain a competitive advantage in the workplace by updating and
expanding their skills, or those thinking about pursuing a graduate degree.
“We actually had to scramble,” Neu says. Last fall, 70 Missoula-area professionals
filled the two sections, which made Neu realize that the MBA Essentials Program
would also be of benefit to other M ontana communities.
Alliances with two other business schools quickly formed. For the spring offering at
the University of Great Falls, 27 students enrolled, while 21 attended a course held in
Billings at Rocky M ountain College.
Each institution provided faculty members from their campus to teach some
courses. “The curriculum is substantially the same. Seven UM School of Business
Administration faculty members were sent during the 14 sessions at each location.
Those instructors provided courses that are unique to UM,” Neu explains.
The Certificate Program may also be going on the road to Helena this fall to give
professionals there a look at the emerging global business environment of the 21st
century. Neu is working on the details of the probable Helena program with Barbara
Martin, chief of the Organizational Development Bureau of the Department of
Transportation.
Martin says, “We’re really hoping this is a go because it’s available to all state
government workers and the public at large.” Neu is equally excited at the potential for
a program in Helena.
“There are a lot of people here (in state government and the private sector) who are
in management,” M artin says. “If you look at the curriculum, it’s a great way to expand
their horizons and give them a better view of the broad scope of management.”
Neu says, “It fits into the training programs that employers have planned for their
employees because {the MBA Essentials Program] is relative to professional business
practices.” Those same business principles also apply to government managers, he adds.

which instructors and students can see and speak to each
other although they are hundreds of miles away. Classes
range in size between 25 and 45 students with evening
sections at three cities simultaneously linked with class in
Missoula. Afterward, asynchronous discussion can be added.
Even with the inconvenience of missed phone calls,
e-mailing, and faxing that on-campus students don’t have to

deal with, Neu says, “I really do think that graduates of the
Off-Campus MBA Program get as good of a degree.
“They have to work harder at it, but they get virtually the
same education. ”□
Amy Joyner is a freelance writer and a publications assistant
at the Bureau.
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Value-Added Agriculture
Opportunities and Challenges Facing
Three Montana Businesses
by Gary Brester and Kevin M cNew

ontana farms produce
more than $2 billion
worth of food and fiber each year.
But far too few of those commodities
have value added to them before
they leave the state.
The food and fiber sector
represented 5 percent of Montana’s
Gross State Product in 1999,
dominated by agricultural
production—rather than food
processing or manufacturing. For
example: Inl997, the value of
Montana’s farm production was just
over $2 billion, while the value of
food manufactured in the state was
$466 million.
In fact, Montana’s food
manufacturing sector, whether
measured by total employment or
value of production, is 49th in the
United States based on 1997 data.
WHEAT M O N TA N A FARMS & BAKERY
Only Wyoming is ranked lower.

M
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The major constraints to
increasing Montana’s food
processing and manufacturing are
its relatively low population
density, as well as the geographical
distance to populated markets. In
general, regions with high
population densities have
commensurately more food and
fiber processing activity. In
addition, Montana’s major
agricultural products of feeder
catde and wheat are primary
commodities requiring further
production or processing before
they can be used as consumer
products.
But there are value-added
success stories in Montana. A few
firms have found ways to add value
to farm products and compete in
regional, national, and even global
marketplaces. Their success came

AGRICULTURE

because they developed a strategic competitive advantage in
one of three areas:
(1) Low Cost—producing a product at the lowest cost
relative to competitors.
(2) Differentiation—producing a product that is truly
different from other products and serving a broad base of
customers.
(3) Niche—producing a product for a small market that is
under-served.
O f course, even when a company adopts one of the proven
strategies, there is no guarantee of success. Strong
entrepreneurial skills and the ability to limit potential
competitors are also important factors for business success. At
the same time, while low cost may seem like the key to
success, it is possible to have strengths in other areas and still
be successful. Indeed, many value-added agricultural firms in
Montana are not low-cost producers.
Let’s look at three in-state firms that successfully add value
to agricultural commodities.

Wheat Montana Farms
& Bakery
W heat Montana Farms & Bakery evolved from a
traditional farm into a vertically integrated bakery and
delicatessen. The transformation, though, was incremental.
Until the late 1980s, Dean (the son) and Dale (father)
Folkvord were traditional, Montana dryland wheat producers.
In 1988, the Folkvords entered the identity-preserved
specialty wheat market, producing high-quality hard red
spring wheat and a high-quality hard white spring wheat, both
with superior baking qualities.
The Folkvords wanted to market these wheat products
direcdy to milling and baking companies. Although initial
sales were slow, the niche marketing of specialty wheats
sparked their interest in the baking industry. In 1989, they
purchased a small bakery in Bozeman (about 30 miles east of
their farm) and became bakers. In 1993, they closed the
Bozeman bakery and built a wheat cleaning, bakery, and deli
facility about five miles south of their farm—adjacent to the
Interstate 90 and U.S. Highway 287 interchange.
W heat Montana Farms & Bakery produces about 70
percent of the wheat used by their bakery. Additional wheat is
obtained from contracts with local producers. Once
harvested, some wheat is shipped to the cleaning and
packaging facility for delivery to more than 130 specialty
wheat users. Some wheat is shipped to a commercial flour
milling facility. In 1998, W heat Montana installed a small
flour mill which produces whole wheat flour. Flour is packaged
for bakeries and retail distribution, or is baked into bread,
bagels, buns, and rolls and distributed in a five-state area.
Average daily bread production exceeds 10,000 loaves per
day; the operation employs 80 full-time workers.

CREAM OF THE WEST

How They Succeed
(1) Niche marketing of specialty flour and bread products.
W heat Montana Farms & Bakery’s core customer base is
southwestern Montana. Dramatic increases in the region’s
population base, along with increased per-capita incomes,
fueled local demand for specialty flour and bread products. In
addition, increased tourism made hotels and restaurants key
markets for their products. Most importantly, Dean Folkvord’s
drive, ambition, and entrepreneurial skill solidified W heat
Montana’s success.
(2) Brand-name recognition and promotion.
The bread and flour markets are extremely competitive,
with many products considered homogenous by most
consumers. W heat Montana Farms &. Bakery built brandname recognition and attracted consumers with a “Buy Local”
and “No Additives” marketing campaign.
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(3) Low-cost sourcing of wheat and wheat flour.
Because of on-farm production of wheat and contracts
with local producers, W heat Montana has a competitive
advantage over most bakeries in acquiring high-quality
wheat at relatively low costs. However, because less than 5
percent of the cost of bread consists of the cost of wheat, this
competitive advantage is small relative to other cost factors.

Lim itations and C onstraints
to Future Success
(1) Reaching economies of scale and outgrowing a niche
market.
Even with its growth in recent years, W heat Montana
remains a relatively small-sized bakery. As a result, unit costs
of production remain relatively high. To expand production
and take advantage of economies of scale, W heat Montana
must move beyond its niche specialty flour and bread
markets and compete in the low-margin white bread market
with larger bakeries. As such, the ability to expand and reap
economies of scale in their operation means outgrowing the
specialty market.
(2) Human resource issues.
Acquiring, training, and retaining employees is ari
enormous undertaking. Because of its small size, W heat
Montana has not hired professional management personnel.
More importantly, it is difficult to attract and retain skilled
employees in small rural communities.

Cream of the West
Cream of the West, located in Billings, was established in
the 1920s as a producer of hot breakfast cereals. Because of a
combination of financial difficulties and interpersonal
relationships, the company changed hands on at least four
occasions. In 1987, it was purchased by Bud Leuthold, who
also has a commercial wheat farm and cattle ranching
operation.
Bud has a business degree from The University of
Montana and an honorary doctorate from Montana State
University. Throughout his career, Bud has been active in
producer organizations, serving as president of the Montana
Grain Growers Association and the National Association of
W heat Growers, and as chairman of the Agricultural
Council of America. Through these leadership roles, he
became convinced that wheat producers needed to add
value to the grain they produced.
Cream of the West primarily produces whole grain hot
breakfast cereals. The mainstay product has been Roasted
W heat cereal. The cereal is made by roasting high-protein,
hard red Montana spring wheat purchased and milled in
Billings. Cream of the West also offers Roasted 7-Grain
cereal that consists of seven Montana grown grains: high
protein hard red spring wheat, soft red wheat, soft white
wheat, oats, barley, rye, triticale, and extra wheat bran.
Roasted 7-Grain cereal represents 35 percent of the
company’s sales.
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Cream of the West Roasted Ranch Oats is made using
plump whole oats and competes with other oatmeal-based
cereals. Several other products account for the remaining 20
percent of sales. For example, Cream of the West recendy
developed a new product—Montana Crunch. This hearty
“granola” snack can be used as a trail mix or as cold cereal.
Montana Crunch contains rolled oats, barley flakes, dried
cranberries, flaked coconut, slivered almonds, and nonfat
sweetened condensed milk.
For many years, Cream of the West has marketed its
products in unique packaging. The company employed an artist
to design packaging that shows a rugged Montana cowboy.
Sales volumes have fluctuated recendy. A few years ago, annual
sales of $500,000 were typical. However, in recent years, retail,
wholesale, and distribution consolidation has limited market
access. Sales have dropped to about $350,000 per year. In
addition, responsibility for unsold goods is increasingly being
transferred to food manufacturers.

How They Succeed
(1) Niche marketing.
Cream of the West breakfast cereals appeal to a narrow
group of consumers. In general, their success has been based on
larger companies ignoring this market.

Lim itatio n s and C onstraints
to Future Success
(1) Consolidation in the food marketing sector.
Retail food stores continue to consolidate in number while
also growing in size. As a result, food distributors have also
consolidated to provide large-volume sales to retailers. Thus,
small food manufacturers like Cream of the West are left with
fewer marketing alternatives.
(2) Reductions in the number of independent food
distributors in Montana.
As a result of consolidation in the retail food industry, few
independent food distributors remain in Montana. Cream of
the West used to market its products through a food distributor
in Billings. Now most of their product is now distributed
through Salt Lake City, where market access is limited.

Leachman Cattle Company
The Leachman Cattle Company, located in Billings, supplies
genetics to commercial cow/calf producers. The Leachman
family has been developing its business of selling breeder cattle,
semen, and embryos since the late 1940s. Although the
company is the largest beef seed-stock producer in the United
States, it supplies less than 1 percent of that stock.
The Leachman cattle herd is comprised of 2,000 breedingage females. These females are all used for seed-stock
production. In addition to the base herd, Leachman also has 75
cooperator (multiplier) herds. These herds cumulatively
represent another 13,000 cows. Cooperators utilize Leachman
genetics and raise seed-stock for the company.
Leachman’s primary genetic product is embodied in the
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LEACHMAN CATTLE CO M PAN Y

2,500 bulls sold each year. In 1999, bull sales accounted for
nearly one'half of Leachman Cattle Company revenues.
The company’s bull customer base is primarily located in the
High Plains region of the United States. However, each year
the company sells bulk to ranchers in more than 40 states,
with one-third of all customers purchasing bulls “sight
unseen” — a strong indicator of customer confidence in
Leachman’s products and integrity.
Leachman Cattle Company ako selk genetics in the form

of frozen semen. Semen is either marketed directly to cow/calf
producers or through distributors. Leachman ako markets
semen internationally through its franchise systems.
The third major product for Leachman Catde Company is
frozen embryos—which are much easier and cheaper to
transport than live animals, making embryos preferable to
many international customers. Leachman exports embryos to
Australia, Brazil, Bolivia, the United Kingdom, and Venezuela.
International markets for beef seed-stock represent
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enormous growth potential because of low productivity and
large markets. In 1992, Leachman Cattle Company began
exploring possibilities for marketing products, services, and
genetic systems to ranchers in South America. In 1994, the
company formed its first franchise system in Brazil.
Operating in international beef markets poses significant
risks for any company. The process of understanding the best
genetics by region requires intimate knowledge of current
genetics, consumer demands, and rancher needs. In addition,
transportation, exchange rates, and political instability
combine to make such ventures precarious.

How They Succeed
(1) Quality control and brand-name recognition.
W ith 40 years of experience, Leachman has been able to
build brand-name recognition for their genetics in an industry
consisting of numerous but smaller competitors. Their genetic
expertise and product development provides significant entrybarriers to would-be competitors.
(2) Risk-sharing and asset leveraging through cooperator
and franchise agreements.
Cooperator herd arrangements allow Leachman to
leverage their assets and develop high-quality bulls for
domestic (and some international) sales. In addition,
Leachman’s international franchise system provides an avenue
for Leachman to develop market and business opportunities in
foreign countries. Franchise arrangements differ among
countries based on each region’s needs and infrastructure, and
are developed by identifying qualified local breeders in foreign
countries. Leachman controls all mating and selection
decisions, and provides the brand name, logos, and national
advertising. Franchisees provide land, cattle, and day-to-day
management. Although on a much smaller scale, the
integration of Leachman’s genetics and technological
expertise into franchise/cooperator agreements are similar to
the trends in pork and poultry production where processors
control production schedules and genetics of the animals they
process through production contracts with growers.

L im itatio n s and C onstraints
to Future Success
(1) Changing structure of the beef industry.
Although Leachman supplies genetics for cow/calf
producers, their core business is still influenced by trends in
beef consumption and industry-wide forces. Thus, increasing
demands for convenient, safe, and consistendy high-quality
beef products represent a significant challenge to seed-stock
producers.
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Lessons Learned for the
Future of Montana's
Value-Added Agriculture
Business success often hinges on the development and
implementation of one of three competitive strategies: lowcost production, differentiation, or niche markets. Strong
entrepreneurial skills and the ability to block would-be
competitors are also important factors. Because many large
food manufacturing and processing companies are low-cost
producers, competing in a cost-only environment will prove
futile for most firms entering this industry.
W heat Montana Farms & Bakery competes in the highly
competitive bread and flour industry where it is not a low-cost
producer. Their success relies on strong entrepreneurial skills
and product differentiation. Cream of the West serves a niche
market which is generally ignored by traditional cereal
manufacturers. Leachman Cattle Company has developed
superior cattle genetics and technical expertise, which pose
significant entry barriers to potential competitors.
These firms are successful not because they are low-cost
producers in their market segment. Rather, each has pursued
other avenues to success. □

Gary Brester is a professor in the Department of Agricultural
Economics and Economics at Montana State University-Bozeman.
Kevin Mcnew is an associate professor in the department.
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Montana’s Population
More People Moving Out, Fewer Moving In
by Paul E. Polzin
W hat a difference a decade makes.
Between April 1, 1990 (when the 1990 Census was
taken) and July 1, 1991, M ontana’s population increased by
a whopping 8,800 people. O ur western counties, particularly,
were growing like weeds.
Ten years later, between April 2000 and July 2001,
Montana’s population rose by only 2,200 people. More
people moved out of the state than moved in.
T hat’s quite a turn-around.
The U.S. Census Bureau recently released its 2001
population estimates for M ontana and its 56 counties. These
figures provide the first population trends since the census of
population was conducted in April 2000.
Montana’s population on July 1, 2001 was estimated to be
about 904,400 persons, an increase of about 2,200 from the
902,195 counted on April 1, 2000 (see Table 2, page 18).
The 2,200-person change in population can be divided into
three demographic components: births, deaths, and net
migration.
Between April 2000 and July 2001, there were 13,320
births and 10,165 deaths in our state (Table 2). N et migration
was minus 907 people, meaning that more people moved out
of Montana than moved in between 2000 and 2001.
As was true throughout the past decade, M ontana’s urban
and western counties continue to outpace the rural eastern
counties in terms of population growth (Table 2). The
largest increases were in Flathead (plus 1,798 people),
Gallatin (plus 1,591), Ravalli (plus 1,234), and Yellowstone
(plus 1,046) counties. The greatest declines were in Cascade
(minus 1,059) and Silver Bow (minus 1,002) counties, both
urban and technically in the western part of the state. But it
takes only a quick glance at the rest of the county figures to
see that almost all of the remaining negative entries are for
rural and eastern counties. Stable or declining populations
have long plagued agricultural areas as increasing labor
productivity on farms and ranches has reduced the number
of persons required to work on them.
The slower growth and net out-migration comes in sharp
contrast to the situation 10 years ago. Table 1 compares the
demographic components of change for 1990-91 to those for

Table 1
Com ponents off P opulation Change,
M ontana, 1 99 0 -1 9 9 1 and 2 00 0 -2 0 0 1
Population
Change
1990-1991

8,800

Births
14,600

2000-2001

2,200

13,300

Deaths

Net
Migration

8,600

2,800

10,200

-900

Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

The biggest difference between the decades was net
migration. There was net in-migration of about 2,800 people
between 1990 and 1991, while there was net out-migration
of about 900 people between 2000 and 2001.
Suffice it to say th at 1991 was the beginning of a severe
recession in southern California, and all western states were
experiencing net in-migration of Californians looking for
work. The mid- and late-90s saw a rebound in the southern
California economy, and a corresponding sharp reduction in
the exodus. Montana’s population growth rate decelerated as
the 1990s progressed, and there were several years late in the
decade that also posted net out-migration figures (See “New
Data, New Trends,” Montana Business Quarterly, Autumn
1999).
The data in Table 2 also illustrate some of the fundamen
tal demographic changes in our population. For example,
the decline in the number of births between1990-91 and
2000-01 reflects the end of the “baby boomer echo,” which
includes the children of the post-war baby boom. This steady
decline in births is also one of the reasons that school
enrollment in the state has shown a downward trend. The
number of deaths also increased over this 10-year period by
nearly 20 percent, another reflection of the inevitable aging
of the postwar baby boom.O
Paul E. Polzin is director of the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, The University of Montana-Missoula.
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Table 2
M o n tan a Com ponents off P o p u latio n Change: A p ril 1 , 2 0 0 0 to J u ly 1, 2001
April 1,2000
E stim a te

April 1,2000
to July 1,2001
B irth s [+ ]

April 1,2000
to July 1,2001
D eath s 1-1

April 1,2000
to July 1,2001
N et M ig ratio n |+ J

July 1.2001
1=1 E stim a te

M ONTANA

902,195

13,320

10,165

-907

904,433

Beaverhead
Big Horn
Blaine
Broadwater
Carbon
Carter
Cascade
Chouteau
Custer
Daniels
Dawson
Deer Lodge
Fallon
Fergus
Flathead
Gallatin
Garfield
Glacier
Golden Valley
Granite
Hill
Jefferson
Judith Basin
Lake
Lewis and Clark
Liberty
Lincoln
McCone
Madison
Meagher
Mineral
Missoula
Musselshell
Park
Petroleum
Phillips
Pondera
Powder River
Powell
Prairie
Ravalli
Richland
Roosevelt
Rosebud
Sanders
Sheridan
Silver Bow
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
Treasure
Valley
Wheatland
Wibaux
Yellowstone

9,202
12,671
7,009
4,385
9,552
1,360
80,357
5,970
11,696
2,017
9,059
9,417
2,837
11,893
74,471
67,831
1,279
13,247
1,042
2,830
16,673
10,049
2,329
26,507
55,716
2,158
18,837
1,977
6,851
1,932
3,884
95,802
4,497
15,694
493
4,601
6,424
1,858
7,180
1,199
36,070
9,667
10.620
9,383
10,227
4.105
34,606
8,195
3,609
6,445
5,267
861
7,675
2,259
1,068
129,352

129
312
151
62
106
16
1,353
48
168
20
107
109
30
130
1,061
900
16
318
17
22
366
106
21
464
794
23
214
25
75
32
56
1,328
61
193
10
50
98
23
85
14
460
134
301
194
125
45
478
78
40
90
59
12
95
31
17
2,048

96
134
87
46
127
18
936
62
196
39
125
180
47
211
815
448
22
146
13
42
185
112
23
310
560
31
255
14
89
28
35
844
80
188
6
66
81
15
71
22
369
121
116
90
133
94
560
105
39
104
66
12
143
30
21
1,357

-148
-83
-208
55
161
16
-1,461
-225
-299
-2
-164
-178
-59
-117
1,542
1,133
-32
-299
-28
87
-392
353
-49
247
169
-57
-127
-89
103
3
-61
51
-28
-13
-9
-166
-97
-42
-118
24
1,123
-343
-247
-207
222
-116
-932
261
-26
-42
-117
-57
-107
-107
-14
355

9,089
12,763
6,870
4,457
9,696
1,375
79,298
5,738
11,372
1,998
8,877
9,171
2,761
11,693
76,269
69,422
1,243
13,125
1,019
2,899
16,467
10,405
2,280
26,904
56,094
2,096
18,664
1,900
6,939
1,938
3,843
96,303
4,450
15,686
488
4,420
6,345
1,824
7,076
1,216
37,304
9,343
10,561
9,282
10,443
3,940
33,604
8,433
3,585
6,387
5,151
802
7,524
2,153
1,050
130,398

Source: Population Division, U.S. Census Bureau, April 29, 2002.
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KIDS COUNT

Children at Risk in Montana
by Stephen F. Seninger and Barbara Waimuright

19 percent of all M ontana children under age 18 are without
health insurance (Figure 3), 30 percent of children in lowincome working families are without health insurance
(Figure 4).

national recession and reduced state revenues have
resulted in the need for the Montana Legislature to
substantially cut the state budget. There are some tough
decisions looming on the horizon. While trying to stretch the
shrinking pool of available dollars, these decision makers will
have to consider the impact of reducing critical services that
affect the lives of Montana’s children.
These services are especially important to children living in
low-income working families. These families are defined as
those who have an income less than 150 percent of the
federal poverty line and who have least one parent working 50
or more weeks per year. According to a recent Annie E. Casey
Foundation report, Children at Risk: State Trends 1990-2000,
47,000 Montana children under the age of 18 are living in
low-income working families. This number represents 21
percent of all Montana children; nationally, 15 percent of
children fall into this category (Figure 1).
In Montana, 27 percent of children in low-income
working families are receiving food stamps (Figure 2). While

Nationally, the child poverty rate declined by 5 percent
during the 1990s, falling from 20 percent in 1990 to 19
percent in 1999 (Figure 5). During that same time period, the
rate in Montana remained the same, with 22 percent of the
state’s children living in poverty, according to the KIDS
C O U N T Data Book 2002 released in May by the Casey
Foundation.
While the percent of children living in poverty is perhaps
the most commonly used indicator of child well-being, it
provides a measure of only a single dimension of the possible
risk factors facing Montana children.
The Casey Foundation has developed a method for

Figure 1
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Figure 2
M ontana C hildren in Low -incom e W orking
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
M ontana C hildren Low -incom e W orking
Fam ilies w ith o u t H ealth Insurance, 1 9 9 9
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Family Risk Index

Source: KIDS COUNT Data Book, Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2002.
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Figure 5
M ontana KIDS COUNT In d ic a to rs , P e rc e n t Change fro m 19 9 0 to 1 9 9 9

Source: Annie E. Casey Foundation

assessing the well-being of children and comparing the level
of risk children face, both in the U.S. as a whole and in each
state.
The family risk index is a composite of four risk factors and
is compiled using U.S. Census Bureau data. Children living in
families with three or more of these conditions are considered
“high risk.”
• children living in a family with income below the
poverty line;
• children living in a single-parent family;
• children living in a family where no parent has full-time,
year-round employment; and
• children living in a family with a household head who is
a high school dropout.
According to the Casey report, 9 percent of Montana
children are living in high risk families. In 1990, the number
stood at 11 percent, presenting an 18 percent improvement.
Nationally, 12 percent of children fall into this category.
Twenty-eight percent of Montana families are headed by a
single-parent family, compared to 27 percent nationally. The
Montana figure stood at 22 percent in 1990.
Thirty-one percent of M ontana children live in families
where no parent has full-time, year-round employment. O n
this measure, M ontana ranks near the very bottom, at 47*
among all states.
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The percent of children living with a household head
who is a high school drop out stands at 10 percent. O ne this
measure, M ontana compares favorably to the national figure
of 19 percent.

Health Insurance
In 1999,44,000 Montana kids age 18 had no health
insurance. This translates into high numbers of children who
cannot afford a doctor and put off seeking health care until
they are very ill. For many, preventative health care such as
check-ups and immunizations are not affordable if not
available through public health programs. For these families,
health conditions that could be treated in a doctor’s office
escalate and result in emergency room visits and
hospitalization.
For more information, go to www.bber.umt.edu/
k id sco u n tm t and www.kidscount.org. □

Stephen F. Seninger is director of economic analysis and
director of the Montana Kids Count Program at The University
of Montana-Missoula Bureau of Business and Economic
Research. Barbara Wainwright is the Bureaus marketing director.
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